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(PRWEB) March 8, 2005 -- SYSTEMATIX INC. (www.systematix-inc.com) is located in Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada, the "Technology Triangle" of Ontario, with excellent Universities and a multitude of high tech
supporting industries within minutes of the corporate manufacturing facility. SYSTEMATIXhas manufactured,
installed, and serviced complex factory automation systems for customers in many areas of North America, and
around the world.

Recently, the world class designer and manufacturer of factory automation machinery, including specialty
robotic assembly and test systems for the plastic, electronic, window/door and automotive industries since 1988
selected new ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) technology to maintain their position as an industry leader.
Assembly, test, and inspection systems are specifically designed within ISO-9001 criteria for the automotive
industry to meet their tough requirements. Various applications from stand alone cells to multi-station assembly
lines are key elements in the SYSTEMATIXautomotive automation.

SYSTEMATIXprovides turnkey solutions to satisfy our customers' most difficult challenges since innovative
designs are uniquely utilized. This ETO (Engineer-to-Order) environment created a technology selection
challenge for the company, since many ERP vendors claiming to address the ETO market have not managed to
do so.

According to TR Cutler, spokesperson for the ETO Institute (www.etoinstitute.org), Â�The challenges that
SYSTEMATIX face as an engineer-to-order manufacturers are not unique. Finding technology solutions that
claim ETO functionality is not always validated. Only a few vendors actually understand and provide
appropriate answers for the ETO sector. Their eventual selection makes great sense.Â�

After careful consideration the Canadian Robotic firm selected Encompix ETO ERP.Encompix (
www.encompix.com) has filled the manufacturing software requirements of Engineer-to-Order companies since
1992. The company name reflects our commitment to developing business application solutions that encompass
the complex areas of project-based and job-based manufacturing. Encompix provides ETO manufacturers with
a competitive advantage by improving bottom line results.
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Contact Information
Roger Meloy
Encompix
http://www.encompix.com
513-733-0066

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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